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Preface

For thirty years I have been privileged to have had a wonderful

vocation as a Hypnotherapist which has brought me daily joy in helping

thousands of cl ients from three to ninety five years of age. I look

forward to helping those who suffer with phobias, anxieties depression

relationship problems, insomnia and confidence issues as well as a

multitude of daily challenges. During these years I have been greatly

encouraged by the gratitude and positive response from so many who

have experienced an improvement in their daily l ives and look forward

to a future where they are in control as much as they would hope for. I

am so grateful for the confidence shown me as they embrace the skil l

of self-hypnosis and have been amazed at the overflowing file of

thanks which have come my way. However the results have been

achieved not only by my work but also by util ising the clients hidden

strengths and determination which is their subconscious for as I have

always stated what the mind can conceive and believe the mind and

body can achieve.
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I am so grateful for the confidence shown me as they embrace the skil l

of self-hypnosis and have been amazed at the overflowing file of

thanks which have come my way. However the results have been

achieved not only by my work but also by util ising the clients hidden

strengths and determination which is their subconscious for as I have

always stated what the mind can conceive and believe the mind and

body can achieve. 

I intended this e- book to be a tribute to the many clients who are

mainly anonymous and to demonstrate their strength in overcoming

adversity.

However the events over the past pandemic year have resulted in so

many asking for help in these difficult times that I have decided to

commence with a page of tips of coping with the pandemic before going

onto the main aim of tell ing some of the cases. So if you are new to

Hypnosis I trust the cases within and the way therapy can strengthen

your resolve to overcome adversity emanating from life’s challenges

either in the work place your home or relationships can demonstrate

the enormous potential you have to enhance your l ife and the l ives of

your loved ones I wish to thank Anthony Milston of Bluesky Multimedia

for his support in this story and to my daughter Dominique for her

constant work in being there to encourage me particularly with the

weekly posts on my Facebook page. 
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12 Tips To Help You Through The Pandemic

1. Each morning you awake and before getting out of bed l ist 5 things

you can do today to l ighten your day.    

2 . Each night as you go to bed think of 5 positive things you are grateful

for having achieved today .Did you phone that needy neighbour with a

warm greeting, or speak to a friend you have not seen for a while? Call

that old school friend or a neighbour you l ived near years ago .Increase

your social contacts by phone or emails.    

3. Get out for some exercise whether in your garden or even onto the

next street or a local park giving a warm smile and greeting to those

you pass so getting your daily dose of nature and social interaction.    

4. Have a good night’s sleep which can l ift your mood and reduce

anxieties. Call  Anthony if you would l ike my l ist of sleep remedies.    

5 . Use the companionship of radio, there are so many stations now that

provide for every musical taste and have cheerful presenters bringing

positive thoughts and news about the world around us. So scroll

through the wave bands til l  you find something that enlightens you.    

6. Accept what you can’t change but conscious of what you can choose

to do.

https://anthonywilsonhypnotherpy.com/
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7. Look at the blessings in your l ife and enjoy each one. That welcome

your cat or dog gives you. Enjoy the wonderful autumn colours or the

sun l ighting up your flat. Soaking up a view from your window. 

8. Add an unusual ingredient to your regular meal you cook, be

adventurous. Heighten your enjoyment of your usual meal. 

9. Regain your lust for l ife. Call  me for my l ist of those things. 

10. Remember that laughter is the best medicine so watch comedies

and switch off the telly when the news starts. The world will  stil l  be

there tomorrow whether you view or not. 

11. If you have internet access use Messenger to meet and speak to

friends who you have not seen for ages. It is free and easy to call

several people at once so you can really have a good social get

together. Agree to do this at a regular time each week which gives you

something to look forward to. 

12 . Take one day at a time and use the power of self-hypnosis to calm

yourself into a positive mental attitude. Ask me to help you with that

skil l .

https://anthonywilsonhypnotherpy.com/
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What is Hypnotherapy

Perhaps to start, it is easier to say what hypnotherapy is not. It is never

a loss of consciousness but rather a change in awareness as when we

become immersed in a good book or some enjoyable pursuit. It is not

being controlled by another as stage hypnosis may imply. 

In therapeutic hypnosis, the client is always in control and can end the

hypnotic session anytime he or she wants. 

It cannot used to make anyone do anything that they would not morally

or ethnically do at any other time. 

What does hypnosis feel l ike? It is the relaxed feeling we get just before

fall ing asleep at night or just as we awaken in the morning. Have you

ever dozed off whilst l istening to the television or radio, and been half

aware of what is being said but been too comfortable to take much

notice? 

Therapeutic hypnosis is used to enable the client to achieve harmony in

mind, body and spirit and I have used it for 30 years on all  cl ients from

age 3 to 95 

https://anthonywilsonhypnotherpy.com/
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I ’m too busy, I don’t feel too well , I ’m tired, it’s too late, the weathers

bad. We can always find an excuse. It isn’t everyone’s favourite subject,

but before you’re tempted to gloss over this section, let me tell  you

how exercise and your confidence are l inked. 

Exercise releases endorphins in the brain and these, in turn, raise your

mood, self-esteem and confidence. Being fit helps us to become

happier so you need to find a form of exercise that you enjoy and can

fit into your routine. 

It doesn’t have to be expensive or time consuming. It could be anything

from taking a walk each day, going on a bike ride or for a swim.

Whatever you choose, taking time away from work, especially if it

mostly involves being in an office and sitting at a desk, gives you a

much needed brake. 

If you’re not an exercise fan, fit short bursts of exercise into your day

by walking up the stairs, gardening, parking your car further away from

the office or train station and going for a walk at lunch time. 

It doesn’t matter whether you are a child or octogenarian, an athlete or

in a wheelchair, working or retired, pleasurable exercise will  improve

your health and more l ikely help you l ive longer. .

Making Time To Exercise
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Make a decision to eat healthily and exercise regularly for seven days

so you can discover for yourself how this impacts your overall  health.

Notice whether you sleep better, have fewer mood swings and whether

your confidence levels rise. Keep a diary of what happens.      

1. Eat five portions of fruit and vegetables every day    

2 . Drink eight glasses of water a day o Moderate your alcohol intake      

3. Exercise for at least 30 minutes a day    

4. Get eight hours sleep every night    

5 . Make time to relax and meditate for an hour every day    

6. Ask family and friends for support    

7. Make sure you have plenty of laughter each day    

8. Physical fitness leads to mental fitness

https://anthonywilsonhypnotherpy.com/
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10 Tips On How To Stop Stress

TART to be aware. Once you’re aware of the problem, you can then

begin to do something about it to bring control back.    

 AKE on a different attitude. It’s not what happens to you that counts,

it’s your reaction to it. If you cannot change a stress reducing situation,

then change your attitude to it.    

RGANISE alternate stress for yourself. Switch to something that is

equally stressful, but different. That way you are using different part of

the mind and body. A desk bound executive might take up squash, or

mountain climbing. A sports professional on the other hand might

dabble on the stock market, or set up a management consultancy. The

important thing is that it is different.    

 OSITIVE thinking. If a new test seems overwhelming, think about your

past success. Use them as a suit of armour to protect your confidence.

Think of it as part of a learning process, continuation of something

you’ve always done. Positive thoughts, such as “I can handle this”  or “ I

know more about this than anyone here” will  stop the physical

response to stress – quick breathing and tensing muscles. It will  draw

you towards the intellect, the part that really can deal with it. 

S 

T

O 

P
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S TOP trying to do more than one job at a time. If that is not possible,

then you must prioritise. That way you have taken control and

developed an action plan, otherwise you will  jump from one job to

another and achieve nothing but stress.    

T AKE time out to learn mental relaxation. Most people have lost the

abil ity to do this. Our bodies rest each day when we go to bed. How

often have you awoken in the morning stil l  feeling shattered? If you

learn to switch off mentally for 20 minutes each day, you will  be

surprised how much better you will  feel.    

R EASSESS your goals. Have your goals in l ife been set by you or

someone else? If they are unrealistic, they will  give you a continuing

sense of failure. This leads to frustration and unhappiness. It lowers

your abil ity to deal with stress. Reassess those goals, make them

attainable, set your own agenda.

https://anthonywilsonhypnotherpy.com/
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E XERCISE An extremely good way of managing stress. In a stressful

situation the body’s natural reaction is to either run or fight. It is called

“Fight or Flight Response” and it works well because (a) it burns some

of the stress chemicals tension produces and (b) a tired muscle is a

relaxed muscle. So make exercise a part of your l ifestyle. Perhaps

tennis for those who are fit. For others swimming or walking, which

ever you choose, make it part of your l ife.    

S ENSE of humour is very important. Laughter or tears are very good

ways of reducing stress. Since tears at least for me are frowned upon,

try and see the humour in potential stress situations. Learn to laugh at

yourself. If you don’t there will  be plenty of volunteers will ing to do it

for you.    

S TOP thinking and start acting now. Just as thinking about going to the

gym will  not get your body fit, just thinking about managing stress will

not bring it under control. Some of the methods mentioned will  appeal

more than others. Some of them will  require more effort than others.

Choose one that suits you most. 
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I received a request from George as I shall  call  him, Could I v isit him in

his house on the edge of Swansea as he was a prisoner When I knocked

on the door, I was met by a pleasant, quiet young man of 22 years of

age. 

 His story as it unfolded was one of a normal upbringing until  the age of

15 when he suffered from bullying at school. He began to play truant

and roam the streets and adjoining fields and parks. 

 However, he then started panic attacks whenever he was on his own

outside. 

 This fear of exposure to the outside world eventually became so bad

that he was unable to go far at all . His doctor was eventually called and

diagnosed an anxiety state and prescribed tranquill isers. 

George appeared to respond a l ittle and managed to finish his schooling

and land a job nearby. However, he was unable to come off his drugs

but despite being reliant on the tranquill isers, he met a young lady,

managed to get married and had a young daughter. 

 His wife wished for them to go out as a family, shopping and

socialising, but George found this increasingly difficult until  a massive

panic attack forced him back to his house.

Agoraphobia
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By the time I arrived, he had given up his job and could not even step

out of his front door despite the doctor prescribing even higher doses of

drugs. 

These kept him calm and relaxed him whilst in the house, but could not

calm him outside. 

After taking detailed notes of his l ife history, at a subsequent session,

we used Hypnotherapy to take the traumas out of the original v icious

bullying experience. Then we did the same for his major panic attacks,

whilst starting to reduce his drug intake l ittle by l ittle .We then started

behaviour therapy which meant a daily trip out of his front door The

first week it was onto his garden path, then week two onto the

pavement beyond his garden gate, and so on until  he could walk to the

end of the road alone. Meanwhile, his Hypnotherapy was progressing as

I used taped sessions to strengthen his subconscious mind and

convince it that the open spaces out of his house were safe and secure.

By this time he was off the drugs completely and was walking to the

shops locally, and eventually could walk into a local pub and began to

socialise more readily. His father bought him an “old banger” and

George was then able to take his family to the beach and onto the

Brecon Beacons. No more fear of open spaces for George. 
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Algophobia

Most of us suffer from various ailments and pains from time to time, so

we can all  sympathise with a person who complains of severe pains.

Pains are, as you know, a symptom that something is wrong somewhere

in your body and should have attention. 

None of us l ike pain, but there are some that are so terrified that they

may become phobic. 

This can then spoil  their daily l ives as they become paranoid about

anything happening to them which can cause pain, i.e. the person who

is fearful of walking too fast in case they slipped and hurt themselves,

or those who take copious amounts of pil ls and painkillers in case of a

headache or some muscular strain occurring. Take John a fictitious

name who came to me with Algophobia. He was paranoid about any

pain and suffered from a low pain threshold. 

It all  began when, as a child, his mother continually complained of pain

in almost every part of her body. John eventually was convinced that

any pain is intolerable and he became frightened that the same

problem would happen to him.
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This made John very cautious, and eventually phobic, that he would

actually induce panic attacks at the mere thought of pain attacking

him. 

He therefore gave up sport, exercise and even slept downstairs for fear

of hurting himself descending his stairs. Later he was due to have an

operation and he realised that there would be pain after the surgery, so

he came to me in desperation to rid him of his phobia. 

I regressed him back to his origins of the anguish he heard from his

mother, and after several sessions he realised his mother’s problems

were no longer his and he became more rational as he progressed.

Eventually, under hypnosis, his subconscious mind accepted that he

was strong and could bear pain if it came along and more than l ikely it

would rarely occur. 

He went off for his operation which was bearable and now he is

completely cured. I also work with phantom pain which is a condition

whereby pain is felt from an amputated l imb long after it is separated

from the body. 

Hypnotherapy is particularly effective for releasing the sensation from

amputees so that their subconscious mind is no longer playing tricks on

their emotions and feelings. 
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16 Tips for Better Sleep

1. Avoid daytime naps – they will  reduce your need for sleep at night.    

2 . Sleep alone in bed to avoid being disturbed.    

3. Avoid caffeine, nicotine and alcohol too close to bedtime and not too

large a meal near bedtime.    

4. Exercise regularly, but at least three hours before bed.    

5 . Take a good brand of multiv itamin and minerals (one-a-day)

currently Centrum has 100% of your bodies needs. Centrum 50 for over

50 years of age.    

6. If possible, endeavour to get into a routine of the same time to bed,

and to arise after sleep.    

7. Wind down before bed with a book or warm bath (not too hot) or

some relaxing music.    

8. Avoid television to unwind, particularly news programmes or

disturbing films (if anything a good comedy of your choice would be

preferable).    

9. If something is on your mind, write it down in a note book and deal

with it in the morning. 
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10 . Use the bedroom only for sleep. Do not watch television, eat or

work there.    

11. If very hot put water bottle the in fridge to cool you down or place

your pil low or socks in the fridge also establish a pre-sleep routine, i.e.

brush teeth, bath, set alarm to set mode for sleep.    

12 . Ensure that bedroom is dark, quiet, not too hot or cold (16˚c is ideal)

13. If something is on your mind, write it down on a note beside your

bed to remind you in the morning    

14. Ensure that bed is comfortable and well made. Swap duvet for

cotton sheets.    

15 . Avoid heavy meals late at night. If you have to eat late, pasta is

ideal. 16. Be Positive and l isten to your recording as soon as the l ight

goes out.

https://anthonywilsonhypnotherpy.com/
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This is the fear of dogs and in a way can be quite understandable. Dogs

do bite sometimes and we all  come into contact with them at various

stages of our l ives. We all  know that if a dog should bite us, then we

would be hurt and perhaps in pain. So the avoidance or caution

displayed around dogs is rational and sensible to a degree. However, to

suffer from a phobia one has to go to extremes of avoidance in order to

stay safe. Most of us know that if we see a dog which is loose, we would

approach it with caution “ just in case”. Having found the dog is friendly

and playful, we may then decide to befriend the animal. This is a

natural reaction unless you really disl ike dogs. However, I have had

countless clients who are phobic and take great pains to avoid even

seeing a dog or puppy. Take Sarah as I shall  call  her. She came to me at

21 years of age with the hope that I could cure her. If she even saw a

dog on the other side of the road she would immediately panic and run

to hide away so she could not even see the dog. If she was invited to a

friend’s house she would telephone first to ascertain if there were dogs

in the house. Clearly she did not wish to go through the rest of her l ife

in such a state of panic.

Cynophobia
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This can be the problem with phobias. Nearly always they stay with a

person unless the irrational fears are removed therapeutically. When

she was three years old, a dog had bitten her mother and Sarah had

witnessed this and heard her mother scream in pain. A natural reaction.

Whilst her mother recovered, Sarah was traumatised and her

subconscious mind fought to get her to avoid all  dogs in the future, so

each time the subconscious mind saw a dog, it induced instant panic

and so Sarah ran away quickly with adrenaline coursing through her

body.    

I took detailed notes of the first dog incident and a few others. Then

using Hypnotherapy I removed the trauma of several incidents with

dogs. 

As Sarah became calmer, I then used Cognitive Behaviour Therapy

wherein Sarah recorded any time she saw a dog and gave herself a 1-10

award: 1 terrified, 10 really calm and cured. Eventually the day came

when I introduced her to my Golden Retriever Sally who befriended

Sarah and lay down at her feet and they remained friends thereafter.

Then six months later, Sarah’s parents bought her a Labrador puppy

and the two are now inseparable. A happy conclusion from a terrifying

ordeal for many years.
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How To Be Emotionally Expressive In A
Relationship

Develop a creative outlet D.I.Y learn an instrument, join a l ikeminded

group, either theatre or walking, gym etc.    

Release anger with exercise, gym, walk, jog or cycle or swim Express

small emotions. Use the term “little”  I feel a l ittle sad or scared.    

Move into discomfort if you are not sure how to handle something,

move a l ittle towards it at first.    

Speak each other’s language. Always do physical activ ity together,

quality time with easy conversation.    

Sit next to each other and not across a table. Do not analyse a partners

childhood or past.    

Do not talk about his or her day unless they volunteer the situation,

then l isten intently? Get physical in a loving relationship.    

Tell  your partner what emotional support you need in case they are not

aware of your needs    

Compliment your partner on the work he/she is doing gardening,

cooking at work or in the home
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One of the most recent phobias that has come to be a problem in

people’s l ives is self-explanatory.    

Whilst many of us embrace the inevitabil ity of IT ’s modern

communications, some relish the use of mobile phones and others

tolerate them, but there are a few who become obsessed and then

fearful of using them because of the addictiveness or the traumas they

may endanger.    

This can lead to a phobia whereby people can be so fearful of the

consequence of using a mobile that they become phobic and avoid

them at all  costs. Two examples come to mind. 

Take John (fictitious name) who became so addicted that he could not

put his phone down through all  his waking hours. 

His monthly bil l  came to £300 and when he had used all  his credit

cards to the full  and had no spare cash, he became so paranoid that he

threw his mobile in theTawe River, and whenever he heard a mobile

ring he would go into panics. 

Textaphobia
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Using hypnosis I calmed his subconscious mind and rationalised with

him that he could be in control and use mobiles for only the occasional

text and call  within his budget.    

He then demonstrated his control for three months and we knew then

that his phobia was overcome.    

Then there was Rose (also fictitious name) who had received a death

threat on a text. 

She was so terrified, and in a panic state became hysterical, and from

then onwards became phobic about using her mobile which she

abandoned after throwing away the sim card. Thereafter, whenever she

heard a mobile ringing, she would panic and rush away from the noise.

   

The problem then developed into fear of going to public places where

people would use mobiles, and we all  know how frequently we see

people on their phones even in shops.    

Clearly, in an extremely anxious state, she could only relax in her home,

her car or in my consulting room where mobiles are banned.
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We proceeded in hypnosis to rid the subconscious of the original fear

and then to rationalise that she was safe and secure and there was no

reason to suspect that she would necessarily  receive another death

threat, and in any case she can actually enjoy the convenience of being

able to instantly dial 999 if ever she was concerned about a call  or text.

We built up her confidence and now she is back using her mobile and is

fully relaxed when using it.
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People often ask me if phobias can be cured in just one session as is

claimed by several dubious therapists. Very rarely does this occur and

it is normally due to a person’s innate abil ity to embrace hypnosis, and

without any or l ittle preamble, go into a deep hypnotic state, wherein a

trained therapist would place a post-hypnotic suggestion in the client’s

subconscious mind that they are secure and need have no fears of a

particular phobia they had presented to me. However, for most of us

the process may require further work. Take Steven (fictitious name) as

an example. He was conscious of severe trembling when in the

presence of others – Tremophobia. Whilst discussing his trembling, we

had to look back to its origins whilst also instructing him in the

preparation and art of hypnosis. Then, when he was in a comfortable

state, at a further session, we then removed the root causes. In

Steven’s case, this took him back to his schooldays when he was

ridiculed by his headmaster for spil l ing a glass of orange squash which

had been overfil led.

Tremophobia
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Steven was embarrassed and earned the nickname “Shaky” which hurt

him greatly. 

Subsequently, whenever he was in company he would become fearful

of shaking, which of course made him aware of himself, so he would

become nervous and then shake all  the more. By the time he visited

me, he would rarely socialise in his local as he felt embarrassed about

trembling and spil l ing his beer. 

This then spread to his work in making tea for his colleagues, and then

trembling even in interviews.    

Steven was in a sorry state and so I set about releasing him from the

originating cause of the Tremophobia and as he progressed through

several sessions, I was able to convince his subconscious that he need

not shake and he could have a steady a hand as anyone.    

Then all  that was needed was to reduce his nervousness of going out

socially, and also to interviews, until  he was relaxed and calm in all

situations. He then did behaviour therapy showing himself that he could

carry part-fil led glasses and cups, then eventually full  cups, until  he

knew the fears and phobias had completely gone. As Steven said later,

“Whatever it took, I knew I had to overcome the phobia and now I can

relax always and also have more to drink, whereas before 50 per cent

would be spil led on the floor.”  A worthwhile result!
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Employment

Over the last thirty years many clients have been surprised to discover

that I can assist them in procuring new interesting professions with

resulting benefits to them and those who touch their l ives,    

Take Mair as I shall  call  her. She was a successful teacher for all  her

adult l ife and was respected by all  her colleagues for her commitment

to the pupils she taught in the school.    

Then she reported that gradually she had found herself becoming

stressed and intolerant of the lowering standards of behaviour of her

pupils and the growing disrespect she was encountering.    

This stress manifested itself in psoriasis and an asthmatic condition. 

She consulted with her doctor who prescribed tranquil isers and two

weeks off work although she was less anxious initially  she then

developed panic attacks with the thought of having to return to school

and the stress which was current. 

This carried on for six months with always the dread of returning to a

stressful environment upper most in her mind.
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She presented to me in a very low state in the hope that Hypnosis may

help. I helped her build her self-esteem and reduce the prescribed

drugs and yet the very thought of returning to her vocation would instil

panic in her. I then asked if she would consider another vocation but

she said that teaching was all  she knew and at fifty six years old how

could she train for a different occupation. 

I enquired if she had any favourite past times or hobbies. She said that

flower arranging was her passion and she was never happier than

decorating her house with wonderful arrangements.    

I suggested she consulted the Welsh careers service to see if there

were courses in flower arranging. 

She became animated by this thought and enrolled on a course and

then noticed she became calmer and started to reduce the drugs.

Meanwhile using self-motivators we recorded on CDs she overcame

initial fears of stepping into the unknown as her subconscious

developed the concept of a new interest which would relieve the stress

of facing classes of pupils and the subsequent trauma that caused. As

the weeks passed by she helped out at a friend’s florist shop and

eventually built up her confidence to resign her post as teacher. 
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Then with burgeoning enthusiasm she decide to rent a shop and run

her own floristry. She was a l ittle nervous as to whether she would be

successful but with hypnosis she overcame all  doubts and fears and

embraced her new business which became very successful.    

As she thanked me for my help she said she would never have believed

such a change in career was possible and now she no longer dreads

Mondays and looks forward to every day to a stress les work place that

is a delight to run and all  thanks to the strength of Hypnosis which

opened the door to happiness and good health.    

The grand power of the subconscious. 
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Batrachophobia

There are over 300 phobias and whilst there are many common fears,

some come my way which are rare and interesting. Take

Batrachophobia for instance, the fear of reptiles. In 30 years of practice

I have only come across two such phobias.    

Marion fictitious name came to my Haverfordwest practice in great fear

about l izards. Now you and I know that they do exist. They are rarely

seen and are so small they surely cannot harm us. 

However, Marion was terrified of them and this fear inhibited her

movements and a planned holiday.    

Under hypnosis I discovered that at the age of five a l izard had jumped

onto her bed when she l ived in Cuba and she jumped up in fright, and

in a traumatised state ran from her bedroom.    

From that moment on she could not sleep alone for the fear of another

lizard jumping onto her. Admittedly, the l izards in Cuba are larger than

their British cousins, but nevertheless are stil l  harmless.    

The problem was that in a lot of countries they are so used to humans

that they can be found in many homes in the countryside or towns. 
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Marion became so paranoid that even returning to Wales she was

petrified a Gecko, as she called them, would leap out at her.    

Using Hypnotherapy I removed all  the past fears attached to her first

trauma with the l izard and then I had to practise visualisation in

hypnosis until  she could imagine actually seeing a l izard crawling over

her hand.    

She was soon due to travel again to Cuba with her new husband and

wanted to know if she was cured. Now, as I do not have a ready supply

of l izards, I sent her to Bristol Zoo to visit the reptile cages. She then

reported back that there were no fears and so she went off to Cuba

quite happily.    

Whilst there, her husband was concerned to see a l izard go behind a

picture hanging on the wall , so Marion said, I will  deal with it, dislodged

the l izard and opened the window to allow its escape. 

She then said to her husband, They are quite harmless so don’t worry, I

will  deal with them in future.    

Result, and a relieved husband. 
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Ornithophobia

There are several methods used for ridding oneself of phobias

prescribed drugs, Hypnotherapy, Cognitive Behaviour Therapy and

Reflexology, to name but a few. However, Hypnotherapy is particularly

effective without the side effects of drugs and the trauma and fears

associated with CBT. In fact, there are no side effects from hypnosis

conducted in a clinical setting other than positive effects, i.e. an

improvement in sleep or a burgeoning of a client’s self esteem etc.

Hypnotherapy particularly comes into its own when the origins of a

phobia are consciously obscure or forgotten. Take Maureen a fictitious

name for instance. She presented to my city practice with an extreme

fear of birds Ornithophobia. This fear had been with her since a l ittle

child and was so severe that she would not go out of her house if any

birds were in sight, however distant. She would not go into her garden

and hang washing out if there were birds fly ing around. Her husband

had to park the car outside her front door so that she could jump in as

soon as birds were absent. 
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Of course, with seagulls and garden birds in the suburbs of Swansea,

this meant a continual ordeal for herself and her family. Despite

Maureen tell ing me her l ife history, we could not find any clues as to

when the phobia started. 

So then, under hypnosis, we went steadily back through her l ife year by

year. When we arrived at the age of three she suddenly jumped and

became agitated, as she recounted details of a deserted house where

she was playing hide and seek with friends.   

Upon entering a darkened room a crow suddenly flew towards her and

brushed her hair as it went for the open door. She described the fear

and panic of this sudden trauma whilst under hypnosis. Subsequently, I

calmed her subconscious mind and made it realise that the trauma was

finished with some 33 years ago and now she was safe and could be in

the presence of birds without any fear. Maureen travelled to London

soon after she was cured and walked through Trafalgar Square with

her daughters and she reported to me, Well , I don’t l ike pigeons, but

they are only birds and will  not harm me Without Hypnotherapy she

may have never recalled the originating cause of her fear. No drugs or

other remedies would have been able to access the subconscious mind

and remove the one root cause. Hypnotherapy allowed Maureen’s l ife to

be calm and peaceful wherever she went. 
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Lust For Life

Regain your lust for l ife!

Multiv itamins and minerals - take one a day of a good brand. Harmless

but beneficial if you use every day. With todays over production and

processing, the goodness in the soil  is deleted, so even veg and fruits

are stil l  lacking the body’s essentials for healthy l iv ing. Which may lead

to less cancer, fevers, colds, a stronger immune system and more

energy. Waterhouse says happy optimistic people have cleaner

arteries. Eat well .Food is the most important weapon in the war against

fatigue, says Waterhouse, and women are not getting enough. She

urges us to throw our diet sheets out of the window and learn to eat all

kinds of food in moderation. Most of us, she claims, need more protein,

fat and carbohydrates than we are getting. Eat l ittle and often and only

when hungry. Drink plenty of water.

Fatigue is the first and most common sign of dehydration. 
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As your blood volume decreases, your heart pumps harder to

oxygenate your body, you develop a headache and your legs feel l ike

lead. On average we need about three pints of water a day to replace

what we lose. Keep a glass of water by you while you work and a bottle

in the car. Have a glass with meals and designate three other times as

your regulated slot. Take exercise it not only increases production of

endorphins the feel good brain chemicals it reduces anxiety and

depression and improves memory, imagination and sleep quality. 

If you cannot build a formal exercise regime into your week, remember

that mowing the lawn, gardening, vacuum cleaning and running

upstairs are all  energising. 

Get close to nature There’s nothing l ike getting close to nature for

recharging the batteries, says Waterhouse. “Nature quickly restores our

energy and outsmarts our fatigue, because it’s pleasing to all  five

senses”. 

Get out of doors more. Sunlight has been found to release brain

serotonin thus improving mood ,reduces stress, and enables our bodies

to make vitamin D essential for healthy bones and reduced PMS and

menopausal tension.
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Bring nature back into your home, plant a herb garden, buy flowers,

and relax to recordings of the sea. Sleep more. 

If you always dose off in the cinema, or when reading, watching TV, or

in a car, you are “sleep deprived”. Try adding 15 minutes of extra sleep a

night until  your energy levels raise. 

To improve sleep quality, avoid coffee after 4pm and alcohol. It knocks

you out, but reduces good dream sleep. Don’t go to bed empty, hunger

releases adrenaline or too full , stomach acid can interfere with sleep.

Try a l ight snack half an hour before bedtime.    

Become closer to significant others. Waterhouse defines intimacy as

connecting with yourself and others on a meaningful level. She

suggests spending more time with friends who make you feel good,

taking up a cause, getting in touch with your spiritual side, improving

your sex l ife, giv ing yourself treats. Above all  it means anything that

that improves your self-esteem. Welcome laughter into your l ife. Watch

TV comedies, download internet jokes, talk to funny friends, get

together with other women-they laugh 127% more than men. Studies

show that the bigger the group the more fun you’ll  have! 
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The Future

I do hope you have enjoyed reading tales of my daily l ife in using

Hypnotherapy to enhance the l ives of so many clients and perhaps at some

time in the future you may use the strongest organ in your body the

subconscious to change your own life for the better.    

If I can help at any time please call  me on 01373 764828 or 07775630085 or

email info@anthonywilsonhypnotherapy.com    

Thank you 


